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Advisers' role expands and deepens
under Arts and Sciences pilot project

M

Meeting with students on their turf, Susan Rollins (left), assistant
dean and academic coordinator in the College of Arts and Sciences,
talks with freshmen Mark Rozansky and Katherine Nigen at The
Gargoyle.

"arissa Hockfield, like
every other freshman,
.has questions. Susan
Rollins, like every other adviser,
helps her search out and sort
through the answers. Then it's
Rollins' turn to volley.
"Dean Rollins is always asking, 'What are you interested in?
What are you looking for?'" said
Hockfield, who is one of about
250 students benefiting from an
ambitious pilot plan in the College of Arts and Sciences' advising program.
"One girl in my group likes
writing for newspapers, so she
helped locate and contact people
who could help out with internships," said Hockfield of Assistant
Dean Rollins. "One boy plays an
instrument, so she lets him know
when something's going on with
the symphony. She's interested in

everything we do, even if it's not
directly related to academics."
Born out of the realization that
students were slipping through the
advising cracks, the new model is
designed to foster more frequent,
in-depth adviser-advisee contact
throughout the undergraduate
years.
"I think that all of us had
experiences where we saw students with programs where we just
shook our heads and said, 'How in
the world...?' said Associate Dean
Delores Kennedy, who with Dean
James E. McLeod brainstormed
with faculty advisers for more
than a year on the current concept.
"We'd find a student who had
taken only one lower-level physics
course and wonder 'Why is she in
a 500-level course?' Or we would
have somebody who was graduating with a 'four-point' GPA, and

we all looked at each other and
said, 'Who is this person?' Or we
would puzzle on how to help a
student ending the junior year
with no hint of a major."
Said McLeod, who also is vice
chancellor for students: "Advising
has always been an important
activity in the University and in
any learning situation where you
have growth and development. We
have come to the point where we
believe it to be more critical.
"Young people coming into
this institution have varying
interests, aptitudes, plans, dreams,
values and visions of themselves,"
McLeod continued. "With each
day they're finding out more
about themselves. They're maturing, developing, learning. So it's
important to have a continuing
conversation with someone about
Continued on page 7

New pediatric research building planned;
McDonnell family gift provides funding
Washington University
School of Medicine and
St. Louis Children's
Hospital have received a $20
million gift from the McDonnell
family to finance construction of
a pediatric research building.
Announcement of the gift,
from James S. McDonnell III, his
brother John F. McDonnell and
the JSM Charitable Trust, was
made Tuesday, March 17, by
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton and
Fred L. Brown, president and
chief executive officer of BJC
Health System.
"We are very grateful to the
McDonnell family for this gener-

ous gift and for their continued
support to Washington University," Wrighton said. "Innovative
research in the McDonnell Pediatric Research Building will help
attract the brightest young scientists to the St. Louis area and will
have a significant impact on the
health of children in Missouri and
the United States for years to
come."
Currently, pediatric research at
the Medical Center is conducted
in five separate sites. The proposed 10-story, 226,000-squarefoot building will provide six
floors of pediatric research laboratories for new programs and the

'Moving' poetry: It could be verse

A detail from the Metrolines poster.

"T et us go then, you and
_Li I/When the evening is spread
out against the sky ... ." So begins
"The Love Song of J. Alfred
Prufrock" and though it's doubtful
whether native son T.S. Eliot was
explicitly considering his fellow
St. Louisans' evening commute
when he wrote these words, it is
just those weary travelers who'll
be taking solace in them for the
next three months.
"Prufrock" is one of three
poems currently gracing buses and
trains throughout the St. Louis
area as part of the MetroLines
Poetry Program. Now in its fourth
year, MetroLines is jointly administered by the International Writers Center in Arts and Sciences,
Bi-State Development Agency's
Arts in Transit and the Eugene B.
Redmond Writers Club.
MetroLines features a new trio
of poems every three months,
generally chosen to include a work
by a Missouri poet, an Illinois
poet and a poet whose work is in
the public domain.
"This is about the best exposure a poet could hope for," Writers Center Associate Director
Lorin Cuoco observed wryly.
"There is the potential for having
tens of thousands of people see
your work."
Continued on page 8

expansion of existing ones. The
building is designed to provide
investigators opportunities for
creative interdisciplinary'research
by allowing clinicians and clinical
investigators to work side by side
with basic scientists.
Construction has begun and is
expected to be completed in 2000.
"The new pediatric research
building has great implications
for the delivery of health care to
infants, children and adolescents,"
Brown said. "It will ensure that
St. Louis Children's Hospital is
able to provide the highest quality
medical services to our patients."
The pediatric research building will be a focal point for stateof-the-art investigations into the
biology of childhood diseases and
will enable researchers to speed
the application of basic science
discoveries to the clinical care of
children. It also will consolidate
pediatric research activities into
one building at Washington
University Medical Center, where
both the medical school and
St. Louis Children's Hospital are
Continued on page 8

An architect's rendering shows the proposed new McDonnell
Pediatric Research Building.

Year 2000 problems vexing but fixable
When the second hand
ticks past midnight into
the new millennium,
will your computer be ready?
The potential for massive
problems caused by computers at
the start of the year 2000 has been
much in the news recently, and
with good reason, according to
Bill Smith and Wil Fritz of the
University's Information Systems
office. The difficulties, known as
Y2K problems, will appear here
on campus as well as elsewhere,

and Information Systems is working hard to prevent as many as
possible. To do so, Smith says his
office needs members of the
campus community to take some
simple but important steps.
"While most Y2K problems are
in legacy programs built for
mainframes some years ago," he
said, "there could be problems
with some hardware and software
that is fairly recent in age." These
could include personal computers,
purchased software, voicemail

systems and other applications.
Smith said his office is reviewing and changing all the mainframe programs for central
administrative functions to ensure
that they will handle years beyond
1999 properly. But anyone on
campus with responsibility for
computer equipment or software
needs to review it for potential
problems.
"This may be equipment you
don't normally think of as a comContinued on page 8
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Medical Update
Monolo named assistant dean
for academic affairs and registrar

Honoring Morris
John C. Morris, M.D. (second from right), the recently named Harvey A. and Dorismae Hacker Friedman Professor of Neurology, was honored March 10 at a reception in the Kenton King Faculty Center
in the Bernard Becker Medical Library. Among those at the reception were (from left) Eugene M.
Johnson Jr., Ph.D., the Norman J. Stupp Professor of Neurology; Dennis W. Choi, M.D., Ph.D., the
Andrew B. and Gretchen P. Jones Professor of Neurology and head of the department; and Leonard
Berg, M.D., professor of neurology. Morris is co-director of the Alzheimer's Disease Research Center.

Deborah A. Monolo has been
named assistant dean, for
academic affairs and registrar at the School of Medicine.
The appointment was
announced by William A. Peck,
M.D., executive vice chancellor
for medical affairs and dean of the
medical school.
"We are very
fortunate in
having someone
with Monolo's
excellent ability
to succeed John
Schultz, who
held the position for 30
years," Peck
Deborah A. Monolo
said.
In her new
position, Monolo will oversee
academic records and student
accounts for all medical school
programs; develop information
systems for data management; and
direct the service functions of
academic and clinical scheduling,
registration, licensure certification
and degree processing. She also
will chair the admissions' subcommittee that reviews applications
from the Midwest region.

Monolo joined the University
in 1973 at the School of Dental
Medicine. She served as registrar
and financial aid officer at the
dental school until it closed in
1991. That same year, she joined
the medical school staff as associate registrar and as director of the
dental school's academic records.
Monolo is active in the American Association of College Registrars and Admissions Officers and
was elected to honorary membership in Omicron Kappa Upsilon,
the National Dental Honor Society,
in recognition of her contributions
to the dental school.

Challenge gift
received by CID
The Central Institute-for the
Deaf (CID) has received a
$10 million challenge gift from an
anonymous donor for its recently
launched capital campaign.
Money from the capital campaign
will be used to renovate CID's oral
school for deaf children and to
construct a new state-of-the-art
research facility.

Women as well as men can inherit drinking problem
In the first major twin study to
compare genetic and environmental factors that contribute
to the risk of alcoholism in both
sexes, researchers have found
that genetics plays an important
role in determining alcohol
dependence in women as well as
in men. The study contradicts the
long-held assumption that a
woman's environment is more
likely to influence whether she
becomes dependent on alcohol.
School of Medicine scientists
and Australian collaborators at
the Queensland Institute of
Medical Research conducted the
study. It was funded by the U.S.
National Institute of Alcoholism
and Alcohol Abuse, and the
findings were published in a
recent issue of the journal Psychological Medicine.
While there is ample evidence
for an important genetic influence
on alcoholism risk in men, the tie
between genetics and alcoholism
in women has been uncertain,
said the paper's lead author,
Andrew Heath, Ph.D., a professor
of psychiatry and associate professor of genetics at the medical
school.
The study sought to address
this shortcoming. It involved
2,685 pairs of twins, all participants in an adult twin study

started in Australia in 1978 and
maintained by the Australian
National Health and Medical
Research Council. The two
members of each pair were raised
in the same home environment.
The study included — for the
first time — twins of opposite
sex as well as twins that were
either both male or both female.
Through telephone interviews
with the
twins,
researchers
assessed
whether the
participants
had lost
control over
their drinking, were
Andrew Heath
unable to cut
back on
drinking or had similar problems
with alcohol.
Twins who had an alcoholic
identical twin were much more
likely to be alcoholic themselves
than were twins who had an
alcoholic fraternal twin; this was
equally true in women and in
men. More surprisingly, men
who had an alcoholic twin sister
had very high rates of alcoholism.
"If shared environmental
factors are of predominant

importance in women but
genetic influences predominate
in men — a commonly held
belief — then we would have
expected to see very low concordance for alcoholism of unlikesex twin pairs," Heath said.
"That wasn't the case."
The study also found that
women with an alcoholic identical (monozygotic) twin sister
were six times more likely to be
alcohol dependent than other
women. Monozygotic twins
share the same genetic makeup.
Dizygotic, or nonidentical, twins
are not more alike genetically
than ordinary siblings. In the
study, a dizygotic twin was only
three times more likely to be
alcohol dependent if her twin
had a drinking problem.
The study also examined
whether psychiatric disorders
that commonly precede or coexist with alcoholism, for example,
childhood behavior problems
such as lying and stealing or
depression, were as strongly
associated with risk of alcoholism in women as in men.
"It used to be believed that
depression predicted increased
risk of alcohol problems in
women, whereas a history of
childhood behavior problems
predicted alcoholism risk in

men," Heath said. "We found
that depression is a potent predictor for alcohol dependence in
both men and women. A history
of behavior problems also is as
strong a predictor in women as
in men — slightly more powerful in women, in fact."
The researchers acknowledge
there still is much to learn about
how and why alcoholism manifests itself. What they did learn,
however, was that nearly twothirds of the differences in risk
of alcoholism among adults in
the general population derive
from genetic differences.
"As a point of comparison,
say we were talking about lung
cancer," Heath explained. "We'd
expect to find that a large proportion of the differences in the
general population's risk for lung
cancer was explained by differences in smoking habits. For
alcoholics, male and female,
we're saying that a major portion
of the difference in risk can be
attributed to underlying genetic
differences."
Heath hopes the study will
serve as a warning sign for
women who know they have
alcoholic relatives. "Our hope is
that our research will refocus
attention on alcohol problems in
women, particularly women at

Smith to explore how nutrients pass from mother to unborn child
Carl H. Smith, M.D, professor of pediatrics and of
pathology, has received a
$1.1 million grant to study how
important nutrients pass from a
mother to her unborn child.
These processes are abnormal in
babies who are small for gestational age or whose growth in the
womb is retarded.
The four-year grant comes
from the National Institute of
Child Health and Human
Development.
"We hope that by understanding how these substances are
transported and how transport is
regulated, we can make a difference in how small babies are
nourished in utero," Smith said.
Babies who are small for gestational age are at high risk for
medical and developmental

complications, including brain
damage and slow growth. They
also have a high fetal mortality
rate.
During the past 25 years,
Smith and colleagues have
studied the cellular mechanisms
of the transfer of many nutrients
by the placenta, the organ that
links the bloodstreams of fetus
and mother. Recently, his laboratory has focused on mechanisms for the transport of calcium and amino acids.
This grant will enable Smith
to study the processes by which
the unborn child acquires the
essential positively charged
amino acids lysine and arginine
from the mother. Normally,
concentrations of amino acids
are lowest in maternal blood,
increase in the placenta and

then pass from the placenta into
the baby. In growth-retarded
babies, this process is impaired
and smaller amounts of amino
acids reach the fetal bloodstream, depriving the babies of
the building blocks for growth.
Transport mechanisms in
the outer cell layer of the
placenta transfer amino acids
from the mother's blood into
the placenta and from the
placenta into fetal blood. Using
cell membranes and cultured
cells derived from human
placentas, Smith and colleagues will determine in detail
how this process works. The
placenta has an outer cell layer
similar to that of the intestine.
Studies in Smith's lab have
'demonstrated differences in the
transport processes of the

membranes of the cell surfaces
facing the mother and the fetus.
His current work is investigating the transporter proteins of
these membranes and the
genetic information that specifies their structure.
Understanding the mechanism and regulation of placental
amino acid transport on the
same level researchers understand absorption of foods by the
intestine could help correct
amino acid shortages, preventing babies being born small for
their gestational age.
"I think we'll be able to help
babies grow more normally in
pregnancy and be born in conditions that give them a better
shot at doing well after birth,"
Smith said.
— Diane Duke

genetic risk with relatively
mild alcohol problems that
often go undetected by families
and physicians," he said.
"Often, these people don't get
treatment — until it is too late.
Despite what people used to
believe about differences in the
causes of alcoholism in women
and men, it is the similarities
rather than the differences that
are most striking. As increasing
numbers of young women
drink heavily, rates of alcoholism in women are likely to
increase."
— Nancy Mays
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Washington People
Breathing new life — literally — into very ill patients
In the breast pocket of his lab coat, G. Alexander
Here Patterson rejoined his colleague, Joel Cooper, who
to lung cancer or other thoracic procedures. But Pearson
Patterson, M.D., carries a special piece of paper, a list chose to focus on this side and develop it as a specialty.
had come to the University in 1988, and took over from
of patients whose health problems are never far from
him the direction of the lung transplantation program. "He
Patterson was part of this development, moving from
his heart. They suffer from various diseases —
has been innovative and has carried it to a higher level,"
chief resident in thoracic surgery to faculty member at
emphysema, cystic fibrosis, pulmonary hypertension Toronto. It quickly became apparent that his surgical
said Cooper. "It is a better program than it would have
— but desperately need the same treatment: lung transplan- technique was superb, said Cooper, then Toronto's chief
been had he not taken it over."
tation surgery. Some have waited months for a donor organ, of thoracic surgery.
Under Patterson's leadership, the program has flourand without it they are going to die.
ished, with 59 surgeries last year. They now have enough
"A thoracic surgeon must be technically good and
So when the long-awaited phone call comes, Patterson,
experience that they have been able to liberalize donor
have good judgment," said Cooper, who is now the Evarts
an internationally recognized surgeon who runs the largest A. Graham Professor of Surgery at the medical school
selection criteria, using lungs — some bruised, some
adult lung transplantation program in the United States, is
swollen — that other programs consider marginal. Unlike
here. "That is extremely important in our discipline since
ready. As soon as the new lung arrives, usually in the
other centers, they also have jnade increasing use of lungs
we see a large number of diseases and do a wide variety
middle of the night, Patterson and his team gather to
harvested by other teams; last year, most of their donor
of procedures. Knowing when to operate requires judgperform the exquisitely
lungs came from outdelicate surgery on one
side this region. The
lucky patient from his
patient outcome is no
list.
different, but they can
"It's great surgery to
help many more people.
do because it's chalThe results of his
lenging and gratifying,"
program are excepsaid Patterson, the
tional. Operative morJoseph C. Bancroft
tality is less than 10
Professor of Surgery at
percent, lower for
the School of Medipatients with emphycine. "In most cases,
sema and higher for
the patient is oxygen
more difficult cases,
dependent, severely
such as cystic fibrosis
disabled, unable to look
patients. Over a threeafter him or herself,
year period, patients
and we can make that
have a survival rate of
person independent and
more than 70 percent.
completely functional.
Patterson stresses the
It's easy to get excited
team effort that lies
about a procedure like
behind this achievethat."
ment.
Last year, he per"I have the great
formed some 45 lung
good fortune of worktransplants — his
ing with outstanding
career total is around
physicians such as Bert
300 — and that's just
Trulock and John
one piece of his job.
Lynch, as well as surgiPatterson, who also is
cal colleagues of the
head of the general
caliber of Sudhir
thoracic surgery secSundaresan and Joel
tion, spends daytime
Cooper," he said.
hours doing surgery for
Patterson, a modest
other thoracic probman, is reluctant to
lems, such as lung
3 admit it, but his own
cancer and esophageal
I skill also plays a large
cancer. He also runs a
° part in the program's
world-renowned
G. Alexander Patterson, M.D. (right), and patient Jeff Raban discuss Raban's esophageal surgery
success. He does most
research lab that is
of the transplants himworking on ways to
self, sometimes skillpreserve lungs for transplant using innovative gene
fully trimming too-large lungs to fit a small patient.
ment and experience — and Alec Patterson has extremely
therapy techniques.
"It is busy," he admitted. "I take all the donor calls so
good judgment."
Patients never forget the help he has given them. Last
that means many sleepless nights talking on the phone to
In the operating room, Patterson has one quirk: He's a
Christmas, a card arrived at his home from a woman who
determine donor allocation: Who's a good donor and who's
left-handed surgeon who has adjusted successfully to a
had undergone a successful double-lung transplant.
not? Who should be the recipient?"
clinical world in which most instruments are made for
"Thank you so much," she wrote, "for enabling so many of
right-handed
people.
us to receive a second chance at life."
A mentor for young thoracic surgeons
"During the early days," recalled Cooper, "we would
Patterson, born and raised in Canada, grew up in
Since the University has one of the few programs in the
scrub together. As a right-handed surgeon, I was on the
Brockville, a small eastern Ontario town, where he was an
country devoted to thoracic surgery, it attracts excellent
right side of the operating table, and as a left-handed
avid science student. After high school, he began pretraining candidates. Patterson loves working with them,
medi'cal studies at Queen's University in Kingston,
teaching them the challenging techniques.
Ontario. Only 50 students were accepted into this twoBryan Meyers, M.D., who just completed a year as
year program, which led directly into the four-year
chief resident in thoracic surgery, said he appreciated not
Queen's medical school.
only Patterson's surgical skill but also his versatility. "In
"It was a heavy curriculum, and those who didn't have
any given operation," he said, "you can do it in several
the maturity to deal with it didn't do well," he said. "For
ways. He doesn't hold himself to one rigid approach; he
me, it was tremendous; I finished medical school at a
shows us there are many ways to solve a problem."
young age, then did my surgical training program in four
Once in a while, Patterson does a joint operation
years at Queen's."
with his wife. Over the years, they have developed
The Queen's experience had another positive outcome:
surgical treatment and non-operative management for
Patterson met his future wife, Susan Mackinnon, a medithoracic outlet syndrome, which involves the comprescal student who went on to become a plastic surgeon and
sion of nerves in the neck. Soon they will operate together
world-renowned specialist in peripheral nerve surgery. As
on a 4-year-old girl from Texas whose upper ribs and
— A grateful patient
their four children were born, they began swapping clinibrachial plexus nerve were destroyed when a dog
cal training and research years, so that one of them usually
attacked her.
had a'lighter load and could spend more time at home.
"I love operating with him because he is such a superb
technician," said Susan Mackinnon, M.D., professor and
Choosing a specialty
head of the Division of Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery.
surgeon, he was on the left — each of us certain that we
Deciding to specialize in surgery had been easy for
"I would want to work with the best person for what the
were
the
surgeon
in
charge
and
the
other
was
the
assisPatterson. "You could be every bit the physician you
problem is; it just so happens that Alec is the best for some
tant."
wanted to be and also have the technical expertise to deal
of these areas."
Patterson also continued his research work, concenwith problems that required surgical correction," he said.
In private life, the couple lives in a Clayton home, decotrating
on
lung
transplantation
—
with
exciting
results.
But deciding what kind of surgeon proved more diffirated with Canadian furnishings and art. Each summer they
The
first
successful
single-lung
transplant
had
taken
cult. At first, he moved to the University of Toronto to
vacation in Canada at their summer house, located on a lake
place in Toronto in 1983, but a double-lung procedure
train as a vascular surgeon and then became fascinated by
in northern Ontario. Their four children are growing up:
still
needed
developmental
work.
cardiac surgery. Then work as a research fellow dealing
Lachlan, 22, is an art history student at Washington Univer"Alec
Patterson
is
a
surgeon
and
a
scientist,"
said
with lung injuries changed his mind again. He met Toronto
sity; Megan, 20, has graduated from Queen's and will enter ■
Pearson, now professor of surgery at the University of
faculty members Thomas Todd, M.D., Joel Cooper, M.D.,
the School of Medicine here in the fall; Brendan, 17, and
Toronto,
who
was
Patterson's
chief
in
training,
then
his
and F. Griffith Pearson, M.D., who were excited about the
Caitlan, 15, are high school students.
colleague and friend. "He's a pioneer in the laboratory in
field of thoracic surgery.
"Alec is a broadly interesting man," said Pearson,
the
development
of
lung
transplantation,
and
his
research
"Those people constituted what I think was the best
"gentle, empathetic and attractive. There is nobody I like
led
to
the
world's
first
successful
double-lung
transplant
thoracic surgery program in the world," he said. "I got
better as a person — he is totally honest and dependable
in November 1986. That translation — from laboratory to
caught up in the infectious enthusiasm they had for tho— and I think his researchers and fellows feel that way,
person
—
was
really
based
on
Alec's
work."
racic surgery and came to view it as a very interesting
too."
By the end of the 1980s, the health-care climate in
discipline."
Mackinnon added: "With all the things he does it would
Canada
was
changing.
The
formerly
booming
economy
Toronto was one of the first programs in the world to
be
easy
for Alec to take himself too seriously. But I think
had fallen into recession, and funding for medical prosplit off the thoracic component from the larger field of
he's made a conscious effort not to let that happen. He has
grams
was
drastically
reduced.
In
1991,
when
Washingcardiothoracic surgery. In most places, the cardiac side
developed a technique — it just so happens that the techton University offered Patterson and Mackinnon attracoverwhelmed the thoracic; after spending a day doing
nique saves people's lives."
tive
positions,
they
decided
to
move.
heart surgery, surgeons had little energy left to do justice
— Candace O 'Connor

"Thank you so much
for enabling so many of
us to receive a second
chance at life."

Calendar

6 p.m. Chinese Film Series. "Red
Sorgum." Room 219 Ridgley Hall.
935-5156.

and Near Eastern studies/International Development/Asian and
Near Eastern languages and
literatures/Social thought and
analysis lecture. "Organizing
Women: The Case of the Middle
East and North Africa." Valentine
Moghadam, author, editor and dir. of
women's studies and assoc. prof, of
sociology, 111. State U. Room 100
Busch Hall. 935-5102.
2:30 p.m. Mechanical engineering
seminar. "The Subharmonic Out-ofPlane Response of a Stretched
String: Unexpected Behavior in a
Familiar System." Philip V Bayly,
asst. prof, of mechanical engineering. Room 100 Cupples II Hall.
935-6047.
4 p.m. Center for the Study of
American Business/economics
macro seminar. Speaker is Charles
Calomiris, Columbia U Room 300
Eliot Hall. 935-5658.
4 p.m. Biology lecture. Faculty
Search Candidate Seminar Series.
"Productivity and Species Diversity
in Herbaceous Plant Communities:
Linking Pattern to Mechanism."
Laura Gough, Ecosystems Center,
Marine Biological Laboratory,
Woods Hole, and candidate for
ecologist/evolution of developmental mechanisms faculty position.
Room 322 Rebstock Hall. 935-6706.
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar.
"Synthese Asymetrique Inspire par
au Naturel et PHomme." William
Wulff, prof, of chemistry, U. of
Chicago. Room 311 McMillen Lab.
935-6530.
4:15 p.m. Philosophy colloquium.
"What Kind of a Mind Does it Take
to Study the Mind?" Endel Tulving,
the Clark Way Harrison Distinguished Visiting Professor of Psychology. Room 110 January Hall.
935-5119.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium.
"Probabilistic Thoughts About Wavelets." Richard Gundy, prof, of mathematics, Rutgers U. Room 199
Cupples I Hall. 935-6711.
7:30 p.m. Women's studies /Center
for Islamic Studies/Jewish and
Near Eastern studies/International Development/Asian and
Near Eastern languages and
literatures/Social thought and
analysis lecture. "Feminist Networks North and South: Links
Between Women in Developed and
Developing Countries." Valentine
Moghadam, author, editor and dir. of
women's studies and assoc. prof, of
sociology, 111. State U Room 362
McDonnell Hall. 935-5102.

Thursday, March 26

Friday, March 20

Exhibitions
"Art of the '80s: Modern to
Postmodern." Through April 5. Upper
gallery; Gallery ofArt.. 935-4523.
"Powerful Grace Lies in Herbs
and Plants: A Joint Exhibit on
Herbal Medicine." Sponsored by
Missouri Botanical Garden Library
and Bernard Becker Medical
Library. Through April. Seventh
floor, Bernard Becker Medical
Library, 660 S. Euclid. 362-4235.
Selections from the Washington
University art collections. Through
April 5. Lower galleries, Gallery of
Art. 935-4523.
"The Book Arts in St. Louis: 1898
to 1998." Through May 22. Special
Collections, level five, Olin Library.
935-5495.

Films
Thursday, March 19
7:45 p.m. French and Francophone Film Series. "Grosse
Fatigue" (1995). Room 162
McDonnell Hall. 935-5175.

Friday, March 20
6 and 9 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series.
"Face/Off" (Also March 21, same times,
and March 22,7 p.m.) Cost: $3 first visit;
$2 subsequent visits. Room 100 Brown
Hall. 935-5983.
Midnight. Filmboard Midnight
Series. "Muppets Take Manhattan."
(Also March 21, same time, and
March 22, 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3 first
visit; $2 subsequent visits. Room
100 Brown Hall. 935-5983.

Wednesday, March 25

7:45 p.m. French and Francophone Film Series. "Une Pure
Formalite" (1994). Room 162
McDonnell Hall. 935-5175.

School of Architecture symposium. "Campus Architecture/American Society." Symposium examines
how recent campus architecture
reflects contemporary society.
Friday, March 27
(Continues March 21.) 935-6200.
(See story on page 6.)
7 and 9:30 p.m. Filmboard Feature Series. "Four Weddings and a
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand
Funeral." (Also March 28, same
Rounds. "Mitochondrial Fatty Acid
times, and March 29, 7 p.m.) Cost:
Oxidation Disorders: When Fat is
$3 first visit; $2 subsequent visits.
Good for Kids' Hearts and When it
Room 100 Brown Hall. 935-5983.
is Bad." Arnold W. Strauss, prof, of
molecular biology and pharmacolMidnight. Filmboard Midnight
Series. "Searching for Bobby Fisher." ogy and of pediatrics. Clopton Aud.,
4950 Children's Place. 454-6006.
(Also March 28, same time, and
March 29, 9:30 p.m.) Cost: $3 first
Noon. Cell biology and physiology
visit; $2 subsequent visits. Room 100 seminar. "Shaping Visual ConnecBrown Hall. 935-5983.
tions During Development With
Coordinated Retinal Activity."
Rachel O.L. Wong, asst. prof, of
anatomy and neurobiology. Room
426 McDonnell Medical Sciences
Bldg. 362-6950.
1 p.m. Biology lecture. Faculty
Search Candidate Seminar Series.
"Understanding Plant Community
Structure in Order to Predict
Responses to Change." Laura Gough,
Ecosystems Center, Marine Biological Laboratory, Woods Hole, and
candidate for ecologist/evolution of
developmental mechanisms faculty
Thursday, March 19
position. Room 212 McDonnell Hall.
11:15 a.m. Mental Health Services
Seminar Series. "Statistical Analysis 935-6706.
With Service Use Data as the Depen- 3 p.m. Film lecture and screening.
"Like White on Rice: Ethnic
dent Variable." David E. Pollio, asst,
Fetishization in the Cauc/Asian
prof, of social work, and Edward L.
Spitznagel, prof, of mathematics.
Encounter." Ronald Bolisay, indeRoom 222 Goldfarb Hall. 935-5741.
pendent filmmaker, Florida International U, Miami. Sponsored by
11:30 a.m. Women's studies /
Student Union; Gay, Lesbian, Bi
Center for Islamic Studies/Jewish
Association; University College;

Lectures

and comparative literature. Room
215 Rebstock Hall. 935-5170.
7:30 p.m. St. Louis Astronomical
Society lecture. "Exploring the
Planets: 1998." Richard Heuermann,
admin, officer, earth and planetary
sciences dept. Co-sponsored by earth
and planetary sciences dept. and
NASA Missouri Space Grant Con-.
sortium. Room 162 McDonnell Hall.
935-4614.

Saturday, March 21
8 p.m. Gallery Group lecture and
demonstration. The Guerrilla Girls.
Sponsored by the Gallery of Art,
School of Art, Women's Resource
Center, Student Union, Women's
studies, art history and archaeology
and performing arts. WU Field
House, Athletic Complex. 935-4523.
(See story on page 6.)

Monday, March 23
Noon. Molecular biology and
pharmacology seminar. "Cellspecific Patterns of ApolipoproteinB mRNA Editing and Lipid
Transport: Molecular Evolution of a
Catalytic Converter." Nicholas O.
Davidson, prof, of medicine, U. of
Chicago. Pharmacology Library:
Philip Needleman Library, Room
3907 South Bldg. 362-2725.
3 p.m. Mathematics analysis
seminar. "Tail Distribution of Sums
of Independent Random Variables."
S.J. Montgomery-Smith, prof, of
mathematics, U. of Mo.-Columbia.
Room 199 Cupples I Hall. 935-6748.
4 p.m. Biology seminar. "How the
Zebrafish Gets its Stripes." Stephen
L. Johnson, asst. prof, of genetics.
Room 322 Rebstock Hall. 935-6812.
4 p.m. Immunology Research
Seminar Series. "Immunity to
Persistent Herpesvirus." Peter
Doherty, immunology dept.,
St. Jude Children's Research
Hospital, Memphis, and Nobel Prize
winner. Eric P. Newman Education
Center. 362-2763.
8 p.m. School of Architecture
Monday Night Lecture Series.
"Recent Work." Craig Hodgetts,
architect, Hodgetts & Fung Design
Assoc, Santa Monica, Calif.
Steinberg Aud. 935-6200.

Tuesday, March 24
Noon. Molecular Microbiology
and Microbial Pathogenesis
Seminar Series. "Modulation.of the
Host Cell Actin Cytoskeleton by the
Bacterial Pathogen Salmonella"
Jorge Galan, SUNY, Stony Brook.
Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
362-2741.
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "The
Use of Cavity Motifs in Designing
Bimemetic Metal Complexes."
Andrew Borovik, prof, of chemistry,
U. of Kan. Room 311 McMillen
Lab. 935-6530.

Wednesday, March 25
6:30 a.m. Anesthesiology Grand
Rounds. "Current Understanding of
Emphysema." Robert M. Senior, the
Dorothy R. and Hubert C. Moog
Professor in Pulmonary Medicine.
Wohl Hospital Bldg. Aud., 4960
Children's Place. 362-6978.
8 a.m. Obstetrics and Gynecology
Grand Rounds. "Lipids, Women
and Heart Disease." Anne C.
Goldberg, assoc. prof, of medicine.
Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
Place. 362-7139.
10 a.m. Mathematics oral. "Factoring the Green's Operator for Random
Walks on Infinite Trees." Tony
Hinrichs, doctoral candidate. Room
199 Cupples I Hall. 935-6725.
11 a.m. Assembly Series lecture.
Women's Week keynote address.
"Sojourner Truth: A Phenomenal
Woman." Nell Painter, dir., AfricanAmerican studies and the Edwards
Professor of American History,
Princeton U. Graham Chapel.
935-5285. (See story on page 5.)
Noon. Occupational therapy
research seminar. "An Effective
Approach Toward Universal Neonatal Hearing Screening." Gerald R.
Popelka, assoc. dir. of advanced
graduate studies in occupational
therapy. Room 1502, 4444 Forest
Park Ave. 286-1600.

Visit Washington University's on-line calendar at
http://cf6000.wustl.edU/calendar/events/vl.l

March 19-28
3:45 Physics colloquium. "The
Matter Making Mars." Katharina
Lodders, senior research scientist,
earth and planetary sciences dept.
Room 204 Crow Hall. 935-6252.
4 p.m. Assembly Series lecture.
"Pagans and Jews: The Roots of
Anti-Semitism." Erich Gruen, the
John and Penelope Biggs Resident
in the Classics. Graham Chapel.
935-5285. (See story on page 5.)
4 p.m. Biochemistry and molecular biophysics seminar. "Insulin
Allostery: Dynamics, Equilibria and
Modeling." Michael F. Dunn, prof,
of biochemistry, UC-Riverside.
Cori Aud., 4565 McKinley Ave.
362-0261.
4 p.m. Biology seminar. Faculty
Search Candidate Seminar Series.
"Experimental Studies of Biodiversity, Food Webs and Ecosystem
Processes." Peter Morin, ecology,
evolution, and natural resources
dept., Cook College, Rutgers U, and
candidate for ecologist/evolution of
developmental mechanisms faculty
position. Room 322 Rebstock Hall.
935-6706.
4 p.m. Education lecture. "Landscapes of Reading and Relationships:
(Re) Locating Access and Legitimacy
Through Anti-Racist Education."
Patricia Enciso, asst. prof, of education, School of Teaching and Learning, Ohio State U Room 149
McMillan Hall. 935-6707.
4 p.m. Women's Week event.
"Homicide as Self-help: A Look at
Women Who Kill." A panel discussion on women, crime and the
media. Sponsored by the performing
arts dept. and Women's Week.
McMillan Cafe, McMillan Hall.
935-5858. (See story on page 5.)
7 p.m. Chemistry seminar. "Designing Chemical Libraries for Screening." Bobby Glenn, Tripos Inc. Room
311 McMillen Lab. 935-6530.

Its Effect on Regional Cell Stiffness
Measured by AFM and its Role in
Cellular Response to Stretch." Frank
C-P Yin, chair and the Stephen F.
and Camilla T. Brauer Professor of
Biomedical Engineering. Room 426
McDonnell Medical Sciences Bldg.
362-6950.

Saturday, March 28
8:15 a.m. AIDS Clinical Trials Unit
and MATEC-EM Conference.
"Practical Approach to Managing
HIV Disease: An Update From the
Fifth Conference on Retroviruses
and Opportunistic Infections."
Cost: $40. The Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
100 Carondelet Plaza. 362-2418.

Music
Thursday, March 19
8:30 p.m. Student recital. Vocal and
instrumental performances of
Beethoven, Copland, Lalo and
Lecuona. Graham Chapel. 935-4841.

Saturday, March 21
8 p.m. Student recital. Francesca
Angiuoli, soprano, and Gail Hintz,
piano. Graham Chapel. 935-4841.

Sunday, March 22
4 p.m. Student recital. Jennifer
Milman, piano. Graham Chapel.
935-4841.

Thursday, March 26
Noon. Genetics seminar. " Volvox
and the Origins of Cellular Differentiation." David L. Kirk, prof, of
biology. Room 823, Genetics
Library, McDonnell Medical
Sciences Bldg. 362-7076."
1 p.m. Biology seminar. Faculty
Search Candidate Seminar Series.
Friday, March 20
"New Directions in Community
8
p.m. Edison Theatre/performing
Ecology." Peter Morin, ecology,
evolution and natural resources dept., arts dept. staged reading. "Class
Mothers '68." Award-winning actress
Cook College, Rutgers U, and
Priscilla Lopez reads a new onecandidate for ecologist/evolution of
woman play. (Also March 21, same
. developmental mechanisms faculty
time.) Cost: $25; proceeds benefit the
position. Room 309 Rebstock Hall.
Wellness Community of Greater St.
935-6706.
Louis. A.E. Hotchner Studio Theatre.
1:10 p.m. Social Work Spring
935-6543. (See story on page 5.)
Lecture Series. "Strategies for
Relevance: Social Work in PostFriday, March 27
welfare America." Josephine AV
8 p.m. Performing arts dept.
Allen, president, National Assoc. of
performance. "Machinal." St. Louis
Social Workers. Brown Hall Lounge. premiere of Sophie Treadwell's 1928
935-7453. (See story on page 6.)
play. (Also March 28, April 3 and 4,
4 p.m. Chemistry seminar.
same time, and March 29 and April
"Magnetoresistance of EultMnSbn
5, 2 p.m.) Cost: $10; $7 for faculty,
and Nanocluster of Si and Ge:
staff, students and senior citizens.
Strategies in Synthesis with Zintl
Edison Theatre. 935-6543. (See story
Phases." Susan Kauzlarich, UCon page 5.)
Davis. Room 311 McMillen Lab.
935-6530.
4 p.m. Earth and planetary sciences colloquium. "Dynamics of
the Mantle: A Top Down System."
Don L. Anderson, geology and
planetary science dept., Calif. Inst.
of Tech. Room 112 Wilson Hall.
935-5610.
4:30 p.m. Mathematics colloquium.
"Bloch and Landau Constants for
Holmorphic Functions." Hiroshi
Yanagihara, prof, of mathematics,
Registration open for the following
Yamaguchi U, Japan. Room 199
Office of Continuing Medical
Cupples I Hall. 935-6748.
Education seminars: "Clinical
Pulmonary Update: A View of
Friday, March 27
Emphysema in the 20th Century"
9:15 a.m. Pediatric Grand
(March 20), Eric P. Newman EducaRounds. "Diagnostic Imaging for
tion Center; "Topics in Thoracic
Head Injuries in Children." KimSurgery: A Seminar for Allied
berly S. Quayle, instructor in pediatHealth Professionals" (March 30rics. Clopton Aud., 4950 Children's
31), Eric P. Newman Education
Place. 454-6006.
Center; and "Practical Oncology for
Noon. School of Art Friday Forum Practitioners" (April 3-4), The RitzLecture Series. Speaker is Robert
Carlton Hotel, 100 Carondelet Plaza.
Duffy, art critic, St. Louis PostFor times, costs and to register, call
Dispatch. Cost: $15 (includes
362-6891.
lunch). Upper gallery, Gallery of
Art. 935-4523.
Friday, March 20
Noon. Cell biology and physiology 11:30 a.m. Toastmasters meeting.
WU's Toastmasters for Oratorical
seminar. "The Actin Cytoskeleton:

Performances

Miscellany
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Readiness. Room 241 Compton
Hall. 362-4925.

Saturday, March 21
9 a.m. Saturday workshop. "Patching Precious Pop-ups." Instructor:
Bob Smith. Cost: $35. 935-4643.

Sunday, March 22
2 p.m. Housing meeting. Village in
the City informational meeting on
co-housing in St. Louis. Room 200
Eliot Hall. 935-5639.

Tuesday, March 24
11 a.m. The Writing Center
workshop. "Writing a Research
Paper II: Drafting the Paper."
Presented in collaboration with Olin
Library. The Writing Center, fifth
floor, Olin Library. 935-4981.
7 p.m. Lesbian-Gay-Bi-Transsexual roundtable discussion.
Room 197 Olin Library. 436-7726.

event. Brain researchers and community leaders will speak about
new developments in and benefits
from neuroscience research.
(Events continue through March
29.) St. Louis Science Center, 5050
Oakland Ave. Reservations
required. 362-6697.
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Saturday, March 28
9:30 a.m. Saturday workshop.
"Your Child's Storybook." Make a
storybook with your child's art.
Cost: $35. 935-4643.
1 p.m. Saturday workshop. "Setting up an Arts Business." Instructor: Marilyn Cathcart. Cost: $35.
935-4643.
6:30 p.m. Woman's Club dinner
dance. "I Could Have Danced All
Night." Music by WU Jazz Band.
Semi-formal. Cost: $27.50; reservations required. Holmes Lounge,
Ridgley Hall. 725-0372 or 862-4569.
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Junior Christy Collier plays the Young Woman and graduate student Robert Neblett is the Husband
in Sophie Treadwell's 1928 expressionist drama "Machinal," to be presented at Edison Theatre
March 27-29 and April 3-5 by the Performing Arts Department in Arts and Sciences.

Renowned scholars in sociology,
classics appear in Assembly Series
Sojourner Truth is
Women's Week topic
Nell Painter, sociologist and
historian, will deliver the
Women's Week keynote address
titled "Sojourner Truth: A Phenomenal Woman" at 11 a.m.
Wednesday, March 25, as part of
the Assembly Series. The lecture
is free and open to the public and
will take place in Graham Chapel.
Painter is the director of African-American studies and the
Edwards Professor of American
History at Princeton University.
She specializes in the
history of the
southern
United States
and has written extensively
on southerners, including
Hosea
Hudson,
Nell Painter
Gertrude
Thomas and Wilbur Cash. She
also has written on the United
States as a whole and more
recently on the life of Sojourner
Truth, a black abolitionist and
women's rights advocate.
Painter earned a bachelor's
degree from the University of
California at Berkeley and a
master's degree from the Univer-

sity of California at Los Angeles.
She received a doctoral degree
from Harvard University.

Erich Gruen explores
anti-semitism 's roots
Erich Gruen, the John and
Penelope Biggs Resident in the
Classics, will speak on "Pagans
and Jews: The Roots of AntiSemitism" at 4 p.m. Wednesday,
March 25, as part of the Assembly
Series. The
lecture, originally scheduled for
Steinberg
Auditorium,
will take place
in Graham
Chapel and
will be folErich Gruen
lowed by a
reception in
Umrath Lounge. Both events are
free and open to the public.
Gruen teaches classics and
history at the University of California at Berkeley. He also has
taught at Cornell and Harvard
universities and Hebrew University
of Jerusalem.
He earned bachelor's degrees
from Columbia University in 1957
and Oxford University in 1960.
He earned a doctorate in history
from Harvard in 1964.

'Machinal' has St. Louis premiere at Edison
Like an Edvard Munch
canvas come to life, playwright Sophie Treadwell's
1928 expressionist masterpiece
"Machinal" will receive its
St. Louis premiere on the Edison
Theatre stage March 27-29 and
April 3-5 presented by the Performing Arts Department in Arts
and Sciences. Performances are at
8 p.m. March 27-28 and April 3-4.
Matinee performances are at
2 p.m. March 29 and April 5.
A classic of early 20th-century
feminist theater, "Machinal" is
based in part on the celebrated
1927 trial of Ruth Snyder, the
first woman to be put to death in
New York's electric chair. A
popular and critical success, the
play drew favorable comparisons
to works by Treadwell contemporaries Theodore Dreiser and
Elmer Rice and was lauded in
The New York Times as a work
that "in a hundred years ... should
still be vital and vivid." In recent
years, however, "Machinal"
seldom has been performed.
"Treadwell is really a forgotten
feminist hero," said Ann M. Fox,
lecturer in performing arts, who
serves as dramaturg to the production. "She was a pioneering figure:
a distinguished journalist, a campaigner for women's suffrage and
a founding member of the Lucy
Stone League," Fox said. "As a
reporter she was particularly

Compiled by Mike Wolf, asst. athletic director for media relations, and Kevin Bergquist, asst. director, sports
information. For up-to-date news about Washington University s athletics program, access the Bears' Web site
at rescomp. wustl. eduhathletics/.

Women hoopsters
advance to semifinals
For the third time in eight years,
Washington University's women's
basketball team is headed to the
NCAA Division III national semifinals. The Bears (26-2) defeated
the University of WisconsinOshkosh 53-45 Saturday, March 14,
in the championship game of the
Central/South sectional at Bridgewater, Va. The Bears travel to
Gorham, Maine, for their semifinal
game Friday, March 20, vs. Rowan
College (N.J.).
Current Record: 26-2 (13-1 UAA)
This Week: 6 p.m. EST Friday,
March 20, vs. Rowan College (N.J.)
at Gorham, Maine; 5 or 7 p.m. EST
Saturday, March 21, vs. Mount
Union College (Ohio) or University
of Southern Maine in NCAA
Division III third-place or championship game, Gorham, Maine.

Two divers earn
All-America honors
Junior diver Rachel Hopkins earned
All-America awards in both the

one-meter and three-meter events at
the NCAA Division III Women's
Swimming and Diving Championships. Hopkins earned first-team
diving honors on the three-meter
board with a sixth-place finish
(381.5) and honorable mention
accolades with a lOth-place showing
on the one-meter board (324.9).
Fellow junior Nancy Weinsier was
an honorable mention All-American
on the one-meter (12th, 318.2) and
placed 18th in the three-meter
(340.65) as the Bears placed 25th at
the meet with 24.5 points.

Two runners honored
Junior Emily Richard earned
All-America status in the 5,000
meters for the third time in her
career and fellow junior Eileen
McAllister also became an AllAmerican in the 1,500 (fifth place)
at the NCAA Division III Indoor
Track and Field Championships in
Boston. Richard ran a school-record
17 minutes, 27.16 seconds to place
in the top five for the second straight
indoor season, while McAllister
broke the school record in the
preliminaries (4:42.21) and again
during finals (4:41.75). The Bears

sympathetic to the stories of the
downtrodden and marginalized —
at one point even going undercover
as a homeless prostitute — and that
sympathy is evident in her theatrical work as well."
Set against a wearying industrial
landscape, "Machinal" follows its
young heroine through nine short
episodes that chronicle the depersonalizing effect of modern social
and political structures. Exhausted
by her tedious job, cajoled by her
mother into a loveless, mercenary
marriage, the young woman eventually takes refuge in the arms of a
lover only to find herself betrayed
there as well.
A journalist of the so-called
"sob sister" generation that also
included Nelly Bly and Annie
Laurie, Treadwell began her career
in 1906 as a reporter for the San
Francisco Bulletin, where she
covered everything from baseball

to women's suffrage marches.
During World War I she served as
a European correspondent for the
New York Herald and in 1921
published a groundbreaking
interview with Mexican revolutionary Pancho Villa, upon which
she later based her theatrical
debut, the 1922 drama "Gringo."
An extraordinarily prolific author,
by the time of her death in 1970
Treadwell had penned 30 fulllength plays, ranging from light
comedy to melodrama to social
criticism, as well as four novels
and hundreds of newspaper
stories.
Tickets are $10 for the general
public and $7 for senior citizens
and University faculty, staff and
students. Tickets are available at
the Edison Theatre Box Office,
935-6543, and all MetroTix
outlets, 534-1111. For more
information, call 935-5858.

Panel on 'Homicide as Self-help'
explores women, crime and media
Washington University will
present a panel discussion
on women, crime and the media
titled "Homicide as Self-help: A
Look At Women Who Kill" from 4
to 6 p.m. Wednesday, March 25, in
McMillan Hall's McMillan Cafe.
The discussion is free and open to
the public.
The Performing Arts Department (PAD) in Arts and Sciences
and Women's Week are sponsoring
the discussion, which is held in
conjunction with the PAD's production of Sophie Treadwell's
1928 drama "Machinal" March
27-29 and April 3-5. The play was
inspired by the real-life murder
trial of Ruth Snyder, the first

woman electrocuted in the state of
New York.
Ann Fox, instructor in performing arts and an expert on
"Machinal," will moderate the
panel. Panelists are:
• Ellen Harris, a St. Louis-based
crime writer whose work appears
both locally and nationally;
• Ellicka Peterson, criminologist
and instructor at the University of
Missouri-St. Louis and an expert in
women murderers;
• Eileen Dreyer, a certified
death investigator, member of the
Forensic Nurses Association and
author.
For more information, call
935-5858.

finished in a six-way tie for 13th
place.
This Week: 11 a.m. Saturday,
March 21, at Augustana College
Invitational, Rock Island, 111.

Baseball Bears lose
four close games
The baseball team played four
close games at the 1998 University Athletic Association Tournament in Cocoa, Fla., but came
home with a 1 -4 record. The
Bears lost to 1997 NCAA playoff
teams Emory University (6-4),
Johns Hopkins University (4-2)
and Brahdeis University (4-3)
before closing the trip with a 2-1
loss to Case Western Reserve
University. The Bears opened the
tournament with a 12-0 victory
over the University of Rochester.
Current Record: 6-6(1-4 UAA)
This Week: 10 a.m. and 12:30 p.m.
Saturday, March 21, vs. Simpson
College and William Perm College,
Kelly Field; 10:45 a.m. and
1:15 p.m. Sunday, March 22, vs.
William Perm College and
Simpson College, Kelly Field.

Priscilla Lopez in benefit performance
of 'Class Mothers '68' March 20 -21
Tony and Obie Awardwinning actress Priscilla
Lopez, perhaps best-known
for starring in the original production of "A Chorus Line," will give
two benefit staged readings of her
new one-woman play, "Class
Mothers '68," in the A.E.
Hotchner Studio Theatre in
Mallinckrodt
Center.
The play,
written by Eric
H. Weinberger,
a 1972 graduate of Washington
University's
College of Arts
Priscilla Lopez
and Sciences,
will benefit the
Wellness Community of Greater
St. Louis and is presented in
memory of Sherri Lauter, a college classmate of Weinberger's.
Lauter was an active community
volunteer, wife and mother who

died of breast cancer in March
1997 at age 46.
"Class Mothers '68" relates
the triumphs and travails of
six mothers presenting a
"parent production" when
their children graduate from a
posh New York private school.
A socially, economically and
psychologically diverse group,
the women include a realtor, a
seamstress, a housewife and a
divorcee — all of whom are
played by Lopez.
The play, which Weinberger
wrote especially for Lopez, is
directed by Chris Brady, and
both the playwright and director
will be in attendance.
Performances are at 8 p.m.
Friday, March 20, and Saturday,
March 21. All tickets are $25
and seating is limited. Tickets
are available at the Edison
Theatre Box Office, 935-6543.
For more information, call
935-6518.
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Campus architecture, community links
are subject of symposium March 20-21

Lunch with the chancellor
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton (right) shared information about a
wide range of campus issues at a brown bag luncheon attended
by about 75 University employees March 10 in the Women's
Building Formal Lounge. Here he talks with (from left) Joe Clarke,
head men's soccer coach, and Larry Kindbom, head football
coach, after the luncheon.

Social work in post-welfare era
to be topic of March 26 lecture
"CJ trategies for Relevance:
1
Social Work in Post-Welfare
America" is the topic of a lecture
by Josephine A.V. Allen, president
of the National Association of
Social Workers (NASW) at
1:10 p.m. Thursday, March 26,
in Brown Lounge at the George
Warren Brown School of Social
Work.
Allen is an associate professor
and director of the undergraduate
social work program at Cornell
University. A respected researcher
and consultant on international
women's issues, she is widely
published on topics related to
gender, family support and
empowerment. Her visit here
coincides with the March celebration of National Social Work
Month and this year's 100th anniversary of professional social
work.
During her St. Louis visit, Allen
also will keynote the annual Social
Work Recognition Reception of
the NASW's Missouri chapter, to
be held from 5:30 to 8 p.m. March
26 at Holiday Inn Clayton Plaza,
7730 Bonhomme Ave. The social
work school will receive the Missouri NASW's Agency/Department
of the Year Award at the reception,
and Karen Sutton, a master of
social work student at the school,

will be honored as the chapter's
MSW Student of the Year.
NASW is the nation's largest
organization of professional social
workers. It provides services to
more than 150,000 members and
is an advocate on social policy
issues. Social workers provide
more than half of the nation's
mental health services and offer
other social services to individuals, families and communities in
many settings, including family
service agencies, community
mental health centers, schools,
hospitals, employee assistance
programs and public and private
agencies.
Allen has a master of social
work degree in social welfare
administration and policy and a
doctorate in social work and
political science from the University of Michigan. Her research on
international social services
includes studies of women in
Trinidad and Tobago and ethnic
groups in the Greater Afram
Plains of Ghana. She has held
many NASW leadership positions.
The lecture is free and open to
the public. For more information
on the lecture, call 935-7453. For
more information on the reception, call JoAnn Booth, NASW
Eastern Unit Chair, at 949-2650.

Guerrilla Girls appear at University
for March 21 lecture and demonstration
The Guerrilla Girls, a collective of New York-based
performance artists/social
activists, will appear at Washington University for a lecture and
demonstration at 8 p.m. Saturday,
March 21, in the WU Field House
in the Athletic Complex.
For almost 15 years the Guerrilla Girls have served as social
conscience to the art world.
Although the group's membership
is said to include well-known artists
and gallery owners, the members
conceal their identities behind
snarling gorilla masks in order to
keep the focus "on the issues rather
than our personalities."
The group has earned a wide
audience for its fiery critiques of
sexism and racism, both in the art
world and in the culture at large:
The lecture is free and open to
the public and is sponsored by the
Gallery of Art, the School of Art,
the Women's Resource Center, the
Student Union, the Women's Studies Program in Arts and Sciences,
the Department of Art History and
Archaeology in Arts and Sciences
and the Department of Performing
Arts in Arts and Sciences. For more
information, call 935-4523.
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The School
of Architecture
will host a symposium
Friday and Saturday, March
20 and 21, on "Campus Architecture/American Society," exploring
the ways that recent campus
architecture reflects contemporary
society.
Panel discussions and presentations by experts will examine the
role of architecture on campus,
from the historic Washington
University campus to Rem
Koolhaas' designs for the new
campus center at Illinois Institute
of Technology (IIT), said Adam
Glaser, visiting assistant professor
of architecture. Glaser is organizing the symposium along with
Eric Mumford, Ph.D., assistant
professor of architecture, and
graduate architecture students.
"In this century, American
universities have been significant
patrons for great international
architects," Glaser said. "Mies van
der Rohe, Le Corbusier, Alvar
Aalto, Rafael Moneo and now Rem
Koolhaas all have built or will
build their first major American
works on a university campus.
Universities also serve as repositories of great historical buildings.
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"Our conference will explore
various approaches to campus
architecture ranging from the very
historical to the very new," he said.
"I hope that people will come away
from the conference understanding
the value of both approaches."
The symposium coincides with
a three-day regional conference of
the American Institute of Architects in St. Louis and the American Institute of Architecture
Students (AIAS). The AIAS
conference, which also is being
held at the architecture school,
will draw student representatives
from 10 architecture schools in the
Midwest region. The student
organization will host a panel
discussion at the symposium from
9 a.m. to noon Saturday in Givens
Hall on "The Role of the Architecture School" both in the campus
community and in the broader
community through outreach and
education efforts.
Symposium presentations, all
in Steinberg Auditorium, include:
• Friday, 3:15 to 5:30 p.m.:
Esley Hamilton, a preservation
historian with the St. Louis County
Department of Parks and Recreation and a lecturer at the architec-
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ture
school,
will
speak
onilthe
history of the University's campus,
and David J. Neuman, FAIA, campus architect at Stanford University, will discuss contemporary
approaches to campus architecture.
• Saturday, 1 to 3:30 p.m.:
Sharon Haar, director of the
Bachelor of Arts in Architectural
Studies program at the University
of Illinois at Chicago, will speak
on the relationship of urban
universities to their surrounding
communities. Kevin Harrington,
professor of architectural history
at IIT, will discuss the IIT campus
as an incomplete fragment of
Mies van der Rohe's historic
design and will present Rotterdam
architect Rem Koolhaas' scheme
for a new campus center. Jon D.
Hlafter, director of the Office of
Physical Planning at Princeton
University, will explore how
campus architecture reflects deeper
changes in society.
A panel discussion composed
of the presenters will follow from
4 to 5:30 p.m. For more information on the symposium, call
935-6200 or check the architecture school's Web site at http://
www.arch.wustl.edu.

Architecture students create campus designs
As the School of Architecture
gears up for a symposium on
campus architecture and society,
architecture students in three
third-year studios have been
focusing on their own backyard
— the Washington University
campus. Reviews of the students'
work will be held from 1 to
3 p.m. Friday in Givens Hall, as .
part of the symposium.
From a concert hall to a new
home for their school to campus
signs and markers, the students
said they have enjoyed working
on theoretical designs for their
own community.
"I know the area so well, and I
have a lot of insights from the
perspective of someone who
would use the site," noted junior
Eric Socolofsky, who along with
11 other members of Visiting
Assistant Professor of Architecture Adam Glaser's studio are
each designing possible performance spaces for the Department
of Music in Arts and Sciences.
Opera Program Director Jolly
Stewart and the 11 students in her
opera class are serving as "clients" for Glaser's studio, as part
of an interdepartmental collaboration. The opera students, appropriately enough, made their case
for a permanent performance
space through a series of skits
culminating with a musical finale
from "The Marriage of Figaro."
The architecture students, in turn,
presented different design
approaches used at a variety of
American college campuses and
then embarked on their own
design suggestions for a 450-seat

concert hall and a smaller performance space.
"It has been an absolutely
wonderful experience," Stewart
said. "The architecture students
opened my students' eyes to
thinking about architecture in a
new way and how it can enhance a
campus. They helped us move
from thinking about our personal
performance needs to envisioning
a building that would be attractive
and a place where the public
would want to come."
Socolofsky has a personal tie
to the music program. "I've been
a member of the orchestra and the
wind ensemble so I understand
the need for the space," he said.
Architecture junior Daniel
Blackburn drew on his observations as a student walking from
the South 40 through the music
complex to classes in buildings
across Forsyth when selecting a
site just west of Mallinckrodt
Center. Blackburn created designs
for a small hall with an open glass
wall looking out on the
Mallinckrodt courtyard and a
more prominent performance hall
facing Forsyth that he hoped
would "create a gateway into the
campus for both students and
members of the community."
Junior Yoshie Kotaka said she
strove both to meet the department's needs and to capture the
aesthetic qualities of music in her
designs, in part by using a
"ramped reception area for both
circulation and social mingling,
which flows between the two
performance halls." She used
landscaping to create a harmoni-

ous interaction between the
buildings and her site, just north
of the architecture school.
Glaser said the studio has
allowed his students to work with
"clients" and to focus on issues
important to their own campus
while exploring the changing
nature of campus plans throughout the country. "I view college
campuses as some of the most
significant sites in American
architecture," he said. "How
students approach these sites and,
by extension, the people who live
and work in them is tremendously
important to their development as
designers."
Similarly, students in the
studios of Omar Perez, visiting
assistant professor of architecture,
and Tim Franke, assistant professor of architecture, are focusing
their design talents on other
theoretical projects for the campus. Perez's students are examining their own school's building,
Givens Hall, and creating designs
for enhancing it, while Franke's
students are focusing on the
"making of public archftecture" at
various sites throughout campus.
In Franke's studio, the designs
range from a new sports stadium
to signs and markers for the
campus to a public art installation
leading up to the main steps of
Brookings Hall. Franke said the
projects allow the students to
focus on the effects of architecture and landscape architecture
"within a context that, while
privately controlled, is often
appropriated as part of the public
realm."
—Ann Nicholson

Campus Watch
The following incidents were reported to University Police from March 9-16. Readers with information that could
assist in investigating these incidents are urged to call 935-5555. This release is provided as a public service to
promote safety awareness and is available on the University Police Web site at http://rescomp.wustl.edu/~wupd.

March 10
12:52 a.m. —A student at Olin
Library reported being approached
by a man who appeared to be
under the influence of alcohol or
drugs. The man left when the
student refused to acknowledge
him.

March 11
4:07 p.m. — A student reported a
man looking into windows at the
Eliot Residence Hall. The man left
before police reached the scene.
A Guerrilla Girl strikes a pose.

5:51 p.m. — A student reported the
theft of $40 cash and an ATM card,
with which $348 in charges had
been made. An investigation is
continuing.

March 13
2:35 a.m. —A staff member
reported finding a one-way road
sign with pole intact in a restroom
on the first floor of Liggett Residence Hall.
12:08 p.m. —A staff member
reported that two laptop computers

with a total value of $7,800 had
been stolen from the Campus
Bookstore between 7 a.m. March 9
and 5 p.m. March 11.

March 14
6:23 p.m. — A student reported
that between 4:45 and 6:20 p.m. a
parked vehicle had been struck and
damaged in a parking lot near
Simon Hall.
University Police also responded to
one-report of a harassing phone
call.
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For The Record contains news
about a wide variety of faculty, staff
and student scholarly and professional activities.

Of note
Muhammad T. Al-Lozi, M.D.,
instructor in neurology, has
received a two-year $100,000
grant from the Muscular Dystrophy Association for a project
titled "Muscle Decorin: Structure
and Changes in Myopathy." ...
Guojun Bu, Ph.D., assistant
professor of pediatrics and of cell
biology and physiology, has
received a five-year $902,286
grant from the National Institutes
of Health for a project titled
"Role of RAP as a Molecular
Chaperone/Escort Protein for
LRP."...
Vernat Exil, M.D, a
postdoctoral fellow in pediatric
cardiology, has been awarded a
$315,386 grant for faculty development by The Robert Wood
Johnson Foundation. During
Exil's fellowship, he will study
human defects and mouse models
of cardiomyopathy. ...
Kathleen B. Hall, Ph.D.,
associate professor of biochemistry and molecular biophysics,
recently was awarded a $35,000
supplement to a current grant
from the Council for Tobacco
Research for a project titled
"Designing an RNA Binding
Protein." ...
Violet E. Horvath, study
coordinator/data manager for the
Gateways and Pathways Project in
the George Warren Brown School
of Social Work, has been named
"Volunteer of the Year" for 1997
for her work on St. Louis Development Corp.'s Community
Information Network. The award
recognized Horvath's time spent
teaching computer classes to
St. Louis city neighborhood
residents and to local not-forprofit organization personnel who
have created World Wide Web
pages, as well as for helping to
construct the curriculum for these
classes. ...
Lynn Stockman Imergoot,
assistant director of athletics and
head coach of women's tennis,
has been named "Administrator of
the Year for District V" by the
National Association of Collegiate Women Athletic Administrators. Imergoot is the first NCAA
Division III recipient in the
seven-year history of the District
V award. ...
A. Peter Mutharika, LL.B.,
LL.M., J.S.D., professor of law,
reviewed the government of

Malawi's draft document on
Development Strategy Through
the Year 2020. The document was
adopted at a national conference
organized by the government of
Malawi and the United Nations
Development Program.
LaChelle R. Warbington,
Ph.D., postdoctoral fellow in.
neurology, has received a two-year
$52,108 grant from the Spinal
Cord Research Foundation for a
project titled "Growth Factors in
Auto-immune Demyelination." ...
Franz J. Wippold II, M.D,
associate professor of radiology,
recently was among 143 electees
at the annual meeting of the
American College of Radiology
(ACR) to receive the degree of
ACR fellowship. Wippold, a
lieutenant colonel in the U.S.
Army Reserve, also is a clinical
associate professor of radiology/
nuclear medicine at the Uniformed Services University of the
Health Sciences in Bethesda, Md.

Speaking of
Iver Bernstein, Ph.D., professor
of history in Arts and Sciences,
recently delivered a lecture titled
"The Great Debate: The Crisis and
Compromise of 1850 and the Civil
War" at the Smithsonian Institution. Jointly sponsored by Oxford
University Press and the Smithsonian, the lecture was.one of six
in an inaugural OxfordSmithsonian series in which an
Oxford author discusses a crucial
episode in his or her era of specialization. ...
Glenn C. Conroy, Ph.D.,
professor of anthropology in Arts
and Sciences and of anatomy,
delivered the Taft Memorial Lecture at the University Of Cincinnati
in February. His lecture, sponsored
by the Departments of Anthropology and Philosophy at the University of Cincinnati, was titled "Mysteries of Human Origins: Are We
the Missing Link?" ...
Murray L. Weidenbaum,
Ph.D., the Edward Mallinckrodt
Distinguished University Professor and chair of the Center for
the Study of American Business,
recently gave a series of lectures
in Taiwan. Included were
"Reforming Government Regulation" at the Academia Sinica,
"The Role of the Council of
Economic Advisers" at the Council of Economic Planning and
Development, "The Global Marketplace" at National Dong Hwa
University and a seminar
on business and government at
Chung-Hwa Economic Research
Institute.

On assignment
Eddie Frank Brown, D.S.W,
associate dean and director of the
Kathryn M. Buder Center for
American Indian Studies at the
George Warren Brown School of
Social Work, has been appointed
by Gov. Mel Carnahan and confirmed by the Missouri Senate to
serve until June 2003 as a member
of the state Unmarked Human
Burial Consultation Committee.
The committee works with the
Historic'Preservation Program of
the state's Department of Natural
Resources to determine the proper
disposition of human remains
discovered in unmarked graves, to
consider requests by professional
archaeologists for extensions of
research time and to consider
requests for Carbon-14 dating
of human remains. ...
Richard A. Chole, M.D, Ph.D.,
the Lindburg Professor and head
of the Department of Otolaryngology, assumed the position of
president-elect for the Association
for Research in Otolaryngology at

the group's February meeting in
St. Petersburg, Fla. Chole will
become the association's president
in 1999. ...
Philip Freeman, Ph.D.,
assistant professor of classics in
Arts and Sciences, has been
accepted as a visiting scholar this
summer at the American Academy in Rome. He will be conducting research for an article on
the survival of the Etruscan
language under Roman rule.

To press
Edward Boccia, professor emeritus of fine arts in Arts and Sciences, recently had published a
book of poetry titled "No Matter
How Good the Light Is" by Time
Being Books. Boccia read from
his works at both Left Bank
Books and Library Ltd. in early
March. In addition, an exhibition
of his paintings currently is on
display in the Fontbonne College
Gallery through March. ...
Frances Foster, ID., J.S.D,
professor of law, recently had an
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article titled "Restitution of
Expropriated Property: PostSoviet Lessons for Cuba"
published in the Columbia Journal of Transnational Law. Foster
also wrote "Freedom With
Problems: The Russian Judicial .
Chamber on Mass Media" for
the Columbia University Parker
School Journal of East European
Law. ...
The fourth edition of the
casebook "State and Local Government in a Federal System" by
Daniel R. Mandelker, LL.B.,
J.S.D, the Howard A. Stamper
Professor of Law, is being published by Michie Co.
Guidelines for submitting copy:
Send your full name, complete title(s),
department(s), phone number and
highest-earned degree(s), along with a
description of your noteworthy activity,
to For The Record, c/o David Moessner,
Campus Box 1070, or e-mail
David_Moessner@aismail.wustl.edu.
Items must not exceed 75 words. For
information, call 935-5293.

Guten Tag: German Day on campus
Sarah Vatterott (left) and Erin Eveker, both sophomores at Nerinx Hall High School, ham it up in a
group-produced skit titled "Am Bahnhof" ("At the Train Station") March 12 at the 23rd annual
German Day activities. Sponsored by the Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures in Arts
and Sciences, the Office of Student Activities and the Goethe Institut St. Louis, German Day brought
more than 1,400 students from 37 area middle, junior and senior high schools to campus to take part
in activities ranging from a poster contest to a spelling bee to a scavenger hunt.

Four-year attention, group meetings new features of advising program — from page 1
this. Each student should have a
contact, a connection, an institutional relationship.
"The quality of education is
based on one's choices," McLeod
said. "And to make good choices,
you have to have a way to get all
the necessary information. Over
the past five years, we have
drastically expanded the number
of options and opportunities a
student has. If we were smaller, if
we had fewer opportunities, if we
had a highly structured curriculum with very few electives, if
we had no opportunities for
internships or research grants, if
we had no honors or awards
programs, then advising would
be less significant. But quite the
opposite is true."
The long-standing advising
system, which McLeod said
"worked very well for more than
20 years," paired an incoming
freshman with a "pre-major
adviser." The two are expected to
meet formally three times the
first year and twice the second
year — after which the student

generally would declare a major
and be assigned to a faculty
adviser within his or her discipline.
However, beginning this past
fall, about one-third of the 700plus freshmen enrolled in the
College of Arts and Sciences
shook hands with advisers that
they will retain through graduation. To establish a good foundation for developing a four-year
relationship, the adviser and a
group of five to 10 freshmen
advisees have regular group
meetings. These meetings,
which often include the peer
advisers, are unstructured —
some loose and free-form, some
more formally directed —
depending upon the particular
adviser. One trait is common,
though: The meetings are completely voluntary.
"The atmosphere that's been
created is 'I'm here for you,'"
said Associate Dean Sara
Johnson.
Rollins, mother of three and
the former director of St. Louis'

Regional Housing Alliance, is
one of the deans taking part in
the pilot program, which also
seeks to bring students and
advisers together outside the
trappings of Bro.okings Hall. "I
have done some small dinners at
my house in the first semester,"
Rollins said. '"Just come over
and let's talk and let's eat in a
real house and see real kids and
know that I'm just a normal
person.' And I've done some
cookie things during the winter
reading period when they were
in exams. I just brought some
cookies and my kids over and
found a place on the South 40.
We had 95 percent participation.
It was great."
Personally mirroring the
reported 75 percent to 90 percent
attendance level is freshman
Mark Rozansky. "I like the
group setting," he said. "It's
comfortable and very relaxed. I
also got to meet a couple other
kids that I probably would have
never met or gotten to know
otherwise. We don't share the

same classes, we have different
extracurricular interests. But I
find it's easy to talk openly in
front of them because everyone's
pretty much in the same boat.
Everyone has their problems
with classes or teachers. And
everyone has good things going
on, too, that they want to share."
The new advising program
retains the current major advising procedures, with faculty
advising all majors in their
respective departments. The
advising role of the four-year
advisers becomes secondary,
complementing the efforts of the
major advisers and helping in
areas such as second majors in
other schools, nominating
students for scholarships, meeting overall degree requirements
and post-graduation options.
The role of faculty is key, said
Kennedy, to the success of the
new program. As major advisers,
they develop the departmental
major advising program, contribute to integrating the new undergraduate majors into the depart-

ment and help shape the advisee's
major programs. "Their role is
crucial in students feeling that
they have an academic niche in
the University," Kennedy said.
In addition, faculty who have
been successful pre-major advisers are being invited to continue
with the advising program as
four-year advisers. Because they
are committed to their advisees
for a four-year period the number
of new advisees they would be
assigned each year would be
small, Kennedy said.
The new program is in the
initial stages. '"We're very flexible
and very open to ideas," Kennedy
said. "It's evolving — and it's
going to continue to evolve over a
number of years."
The early reviews are glowing,
though. "It's making a huge
difference," said Johnson. "When
I hear about an opportunity now, I
know these students well enough
that I can run down my mental list
and think, 'Now, who should I
notify about that?' It's going to
pay big dividends."

portunities
Hilltop
Campus
Information regarding these and other positions
may be obtained in the Office of Human
Resources, Room 130, at West Campus. Job
openings may be accessed via the World Wide
Web at cf6000.wustl.edu/hr/home. If you are
seeking employment opportunities and are not
currently a member of the Washington University staff, you may call our information hotline
at 935-9836. Staff members may call
935-5906.
Receptionist 980222. Undergraduate Admissions. Requirements: high school education,
some college preferred; receptionist skills,
secretarial skills preferred; university or notfor-profit experience preferred; ability to greet
and direct hundreds of visitors to campus;
warm and pleasant personality; flexibility;
initiative; sense of humor; excellent attendance record.
Assistant Director of Computing-Information
Systems 980229. Business School. Requirements: bachelor's degree; one or more years
programming experience; knowledge of database principles and structures; familiarity with
Internet standards and netiquette; knowledge
of HTML and familiarity with Windows environment preferred; strong attention to detail.
Coordinator of Access Control Systems
980230. Police Department. Requirements:
high school diploma, bachelor's degree preferred; demonstrated communication and interpersonal skills to facilitate service to schools
and departments of the University and coordinate installation and implementation of access
systems; ability to perform under high stress;
physical fitness and stamina to climb ladders'
and stairs, crawl through tunnels and generally
move effectively through construction sites and

renovation projects; 24-hour-a-day, seven-daya-week availability to respond immediately and
fully to the needs of the University; must successfully pass comprehensive background
investigation and aptitude test.
Business Manager/Assistant to the Dean
980231. University College. Requirements:
bachelor's degree, master's preferred; knowledge of accounting and data management;
administrative experience and supervisory
ability; knowledge of university procedures.
Responsibilities include directing the financial
operations of University College and Summer
School and office management.
Database and Systems Engineer 980232.
Earth and Planetary Sciences. Requirements:
master's in engineering, computer science or
a physical science; at least three years experience with Unix and PC-based systems; proficiency in C and Fortran; familiarity, with commercial database and graphics packages; proficiency with failure diagnostics, computer
systems management, installation and maintenance of computer and network hardware and
software; experience with digital image processing desirable.
Manager of Personal Computing Support
980234. Business School. Requirements: .
bachelor's degree in business, computer science, engineering or related field; two years
experience with Windows NT, Apple Macintosh,
MS DOS, Windows 95, Windows 3.1 and Novell
Platform; experience with supporting a large
number of application programs for general
purpose computing including spreadsheets,
word processors, databases, graphics, presentations and statistics; knowledge of Microsoft
BackOffice, especially MS Exchange server;
knowledge of computer programming and data
communications; ability to learn new computing tools quickly; demonstrated customer service orientation and skills.
Administrative Accounting Assistant 980235.
Center for Technology Management. Require-

ments: high school education. Responsibilities include serving as principal contact person for issues or problems arising from
income distributions; invoicing of third parties
for reimbursement of expenses associated
with patent activities; maintaining financial
records for all income and expense recovery
activity; assisting with collection of overdue
payments from licensees and third parties;
preparing year-end report regarding departmental expense allocation activity; distributing
appropriate information regarding patent and/
or license expense to PIS and department
administrators; establishing and maintaining
files for license agreements, sales, service
and material transfer agreements.
Business Development Manager 980236.
Center for Technology Management. Requirements:"bachelor's degree, higher degree in
scientific discipline (biomedical, engineering
or computing) and five years business experience working with product development or
business unit responsibility in a high technology company preferred; communications and
negotiating skills; organizational ability; willingness to work as part of a team; working
experience with licensing intellectual property
(patents, copyrights, etc.) preferred.
Department Secretary 980237. Alumni and
Development Program. Requirements: some
college, associate's degree preferred; specialized secretarial and business training; minimum three years general office experience,
including word processing; strong verbal and
written skills; pleasant, professional manner
with co-workers, volunteers and outside vendors; strong organizational skills and the ability to apply these skills toward accomplishing
multiple priorities with minimum supervision;
overtime availability.
Phone Operator 980238. Undergraduate
Admissions. Requirements: high school
diploma; discretion and good judgment in
dealing with public; superior attendance
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record; ability to work well under pressure;
sense of humor. Responsibilities include
handling five incoming telephone lines for
Undergraduate Admissions; data entry support; assisting in preparing visit confirmation letters and itineraries.

Medical
Campus
The following is a partial list of positions
available at the School of Medicine. Employees interested should contact the medical
school's Department of Human Resources
at 362-7196 to request applications.
External candidates may call 362-7195 for
information regarding applicant procedures
or may submit resumes to the Office of
Human Resources, 4480 Clayton Ave.,
Campus Box 8002, St. Louis, MO 63110.
Job openings also may be accessed via the
World Wide Web at http://
medicine, wustl. edu/wumshr.
Secretary III 981144. Requirements: high
school diploma or equivalent; three or more
years experience in medical office or related
setting; typing skills; ability to use various
software processing packages and to set up
spreadsheet/report formats; knowledge of
medical terminology; good communication
and organizational skills. Responsibilities
include typing, dictation, scheduling meet' ings and making travel arrangements.
Systems Support Technician II 981157.
Requirements: associate's degree in computer science with two to four years experience; thorough understanding and knowledge of computer components and their
interface requirements. Responsibilities
include providing full range of desktop support services to end users; installing and

maintaining computer software, printers and
peripherals; troubleshooting, diagnosing and
resolving problems; instructing end user on
use of equipment; maintaining inventory
records of equipment and computer hardware.
Technician 981175. Requirements: bachelor's
degree in chemistry or biology or three years
experience in biology research lab or related
field; experience in molecular biology and/or
immunohistochemistry preferred; ability to
work from written protocols and to follow
instructions; manual dexterity; ability to work
with other laboratory staff, unit staff and principal investigators. Responsibilities include
conducting experiments using fluorescence
microscopy to examine cells and tissues
(human and animal); performing minor surgery
on small rodents; preparing solutions; placing
orders for supplies; maintaining complete and
organized records/reports. Flexible hours possible, 40 hours/week preferred but fewer hours
negotiable. Pay commensurate with
experience.

Deadline for flex
claims March 31
Employees who participate in
the health and child care flex
spending plans have until March 31
to submit claims for expenses
incurred in 1997. At the end of this
month, any balance in employees'
1997 flex spending accounts will
be forfeited in accordance with
Internal Revenue Service requirements. For the appropriate claim .
form, contact the Office of Human
Resources on your campus.

New building to house state-of-the-art pediatric research labs
outstanding institutions in Washlocated. The two institutions have
ington University and Children's
worked together on medical
Hospital. We are pleased to make
research and health care for more
this investment, which will help
than eight decades.
ensure that St. Louis remains a
Faculty and administrative
leaders involved in the project are leader in the health sciences."
Located at the corner of
William A. Peck, M.D., executive
vice chancellor for medical affairs Children's Place and Euclid
Avenue, the pediatric research
and dean of the medical school;
Ted W. Frey, president of St. Louis , building will be a wing of the
Clinical Sciences Research
Children's Hospital and senior
Building (CSRB). Research
executive officer for pediatrics
activities for other clinical deat BJC Health System; and
partments at the medical school
Alan L. Schwartz, M.D., Ph.D.,
are housed in the CSRB. Linking
the Harriet B. Spoehrer Professor
the two facilities at every floor
and head of the Department of
will facilitate collaboration
Pediatrics at the medical school
between pediatric researchers and
and pediatrician-in-chief at
other medical school investigaChildren's Hospital.
tors. To accommodate the chang"The McDonnell family has a
ing occupants' needs over the
long-standing interest in research
that promises to improve the health building's life, the design features flexible laboratory and
and well-being of people of all
support space.
ages but especially children,"
Other research programs,
James S. McDonnell III said. "We
including molecular microbiolhope this commitment from the
ogy/host-pathogen interactions
JSM Charitable Trust and the
McDonnell family will help accel- and basic cancer biology, will
have labs in the facility.
erate the research being done at
The pediatrics department
these two extraordinary institureceives more than $11 million
tions."
annually in research grants,
John McDonnell said:
"St. Louis is fortunate to have two primarily from the National

Institutes of Health (NIH),
which also recently designated
the department as a Child
Health Research Center of
Excellence. When combined
with grants awarded to other
pediatric disciplines, the total
exceeds $15 million annually.
Last year, the medical school
received more than $ 162 million
from the NIH in grants, making
it the third-largest recipient of
NIH dollars among U.S. medical
schools.
John F. McDonnell became
chairman of the board and chief
executive officer of McDonnell
Douglas Corp. in 1988 and
continued to serve as chairman
through the recent merger with
the Boeing Co. He currently is
on the Boeing board. He also
has served as chairman of the
Federal Reserve Bank of St.
Louis since 1995 and as a
director of Ralston Purina Co.
since 1988. He joined the
University's Board of Trustees
in 1976 and served as vice
chairman for two years. He and
his wife, Anne, are Life Benefactors of the William Greenleaf
Eliot Society.

MetroLines contest under way -jwmpagei
But one need not be a professional writer to gain access to this
audience: This month the Writers
Center is accepting submissions
for its annual MetroLines Poetry
•Contest. Judging is in three categories — ages 11 and under,
ages 12 through 17, and ages 18
and older — with first-place
prizes of $50, $75 and $100,
respectively. The contest is open
to writers in Missouri and Illinois
who live within a 100-mile radius
of St. Louis. The winning poems
will be displayed on 30
MetroLink vehicles and 50 BiState buses from June through
August 1998.
Each participant should submit
one unsigned poem of up to 14
lines on a standard 8 1/2-by-11inch sheet of paper with name,
age, address, phone number and
the poem's title included in a
separate cover letter. Submissions

should be mailed to the International Writers Center, Washington
University, Campus Box 1071,
St. Louis, MO 63130-4899, and
must be received by April 3.
Winners will be notified by May
15. For more information, call the
Writers Center at 935-5576 or
Arts in Transit at 982-1413.
"We get a huge variety of
submissions," said Cuoco,
"everyone from grade school kids
to published poets and literary
editors. If there is a unifying
characteristic, which I actually
hate to try to pinpoint, it's a
certain vitality, a lack of preciousness and abandon in the subject
matter that, while not necessarily
spontaneous — since many of the
poems are actually very formal —
has a great deal of energy."
Emily Blumenfeld community
art manager for Arts in Transit
and initiator of the program, said:

"We're proud of all of them.
We're always impressed by the
quality of poems we receive."
In addition to prize money,
winners of this year's contest will
have their poetry appear on newly
designed MetroLines placards.
Set for a June unveiling, the
program's new graphic look is
being designed by Jennifer Bruce,
a senior in the School of Art, for
the school's Create Studio, which
helps provide graphic communications students with professional
experience.
The concept of mass transit
poetry began in Pittsburgh in
1974 with "Poetry on the Buses,"
which was sponsored by the
National Endowment for the Arts
and the Pennsylvania Council on
the Arts. MetroLines, which was
begun in 1994, was specifically
modeled on New York's Poetry in
Motion program. — Liam Often

James S. McDonnell III, a
corporate vice president at
McDonnell Douglas, retired in
1991. He continued to serve as a
director through the company's
merger with Boeing. He also has
served as director of the Automobile Club of Missouri and the
Boatmen's Trust Co. A longtime
supporter of University programs in medical research, he
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has served on the medical
school's National Council and is a
former chairman of the board of
St. Louis Children's Hospital. He
and his wife, Elizabeth, are Life
Fellows of the William Greenleaf
Eliot Society.
Perkins & Will of Chicago is
the design architect group for the
building.
— Diane Duke
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puter," Fritz observed. A good
example is the voicemail system,
which date- and time-stamps
messages. "After a set number of
days, messages that have been
reviewed and not purged are
automatically deleted" he pointed
out. "If the voicemail system
doesn't handle the date properly
all your messages might be
deleted on Jan. 1,2000."
This particular problem, Fritz
added, has been resolved for the
campus.
Though most PCs built before
1997 and some built after will
have a problem when the date
changes at midnight Dec. 31,
1999, Smith said in most cases it
is simple to fix. "All you have to
do," he said "is re-enter the
correct date when you come back
to work after Jan. 1, 2000. You
may need to enter the year as four
digits." Smith recommends that
employees shut down as many
computers as possible before
midnight Dec. 31 and restart them
Jan. 1 or later.
Finding Y2K problems can be
difficult, Fritz explained because
University employees use hardware and software from many
different manufacturers, some
supplied by vendors who are no
longer in business. The multiplication of versions — in Microsoft
Access, for instance — also
complicates the problem. Further,
anyone writing his or her own
code in a computer language or
script might have created a Y2K
problem.
Smith said the best source of
information in dealing with Y2K
problems is the vendor. Any
machine that requires entering a

date should be checked. The key
questions for vendors are:
• Is the version or model Year
2000 compliant?
• If not, what kind of problems
are likely, and how can they be
fixed?
"Don't be surprised" Fritz
said "if the answer is that you
must purchase a new version. You
must weigh the effect of the
problem against the cost to fix it."
Even new software and hardware might have Y2K problems,
Smith cautioned. Employees
should be certain that new computer equipment and materials
will not have date-related problems, and he encourages buyers to
get written documentation to that
effect. Though the documentation
won't help much in the event of a
failure, at least it shows that the
developer "thought about date
issues," he said.
Smith suggested using the
World Wide Web as well. Some
useful Web sites are listed at the
end of this article.
"Y2K problems are generally
easy to fix, once they are found"
Smith noted. "The difficulty is
that there are so many places to
look, and the problems are not
usually easy to find." His best
advice: "Start looking and asking
questions now."
Helpful Y2K problem Web
sites include:
http://www.microsoft.com/cio/
articles/related_y2k_l inks. htm# 1
http://www.microsoft.com/cio/
articles/year2000faq.htm
http://www.year2000.com
http://www.yahoo.com/
computers_and_internet/
year_2000_problem.

